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(57) ABSTRACT 

A conveyor system is divided into a plurality of Zones each 

including a plurality of rollers arranged in parallel With each 
other. The Zones are arranged successively for conveying 

articles from the upstream end to the downstream end of the 

conveyor system. One of the rollers in each Zone is a drive 

roller. Article detectors are disposed in association With the 

respective Zones and develop an article-representative signal 
When they detect an article in the associated Zones. Acurrent 

(21) App1_ No; 09/755,403 detector detects the sum of currents ?owing through motors 
_ driving the drive rollers and develops a excessive-current 

(22) Flled: Jan‘ 5’ 2001 representative signal When the sum current exceeds a refer 

(30) Foreign Application Priority Data ence current value. A current suppressing circuit connected 
to the article detectors and to the current detector causes 

Jan. 11, 2000 (JP) ......................................... .. 2000-2824 limited currents to be supplied only to motors including the 

_ _ _ _ motors in the Zones Where the ?rst and second in order ones 
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of articles bemg conveyed are present. The limited currents 

(51) Int. c1.7 ................................................... .. B65G 13/06 supplied to the motors are such that the sum is equal to a 
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CONVEYOR SYSTEM 

[0001] This invention relates to a conveyor system and, 
more particularly, to a conveyor system Which can be 
operated from a poWer supply of smaller capacity than prior 
art system. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] An example of prior art conveyor system includes 
a pair of frames facing each other With a spacing disposed 
betWeen them. A number of conveyer rollers are mounted 
betWeen the tWo frames, being disposed adjacent to each 
other. The conveyor system is divided into a plurality of 
Zones arranged along the direction in Which articles are to be 
conveyed by the conveyor system, and each Zone includes a 
plurality of rollers. One roller in each Zone is driven to rotate 
by a motor. Current is supplied from a poWer supply to each 
of the motors. The capacity of the poWer supply is equal to 
the maximum current Which could be supplied to one motor 
multiplied by the number of the motors used. 

[0003] Such maximum current ?oWs in each motor only 
When the motor is started or locked, and the poWer supply 
supplies current to its maximum capacity only When all of 
the motors in the conveyor system are started or locked at 
the same time. HoWever, it hardly occurs that all of the 
motors are started or locked simultaneously With each other, 
and, therefore, a poWer supply large in capacity and, there 
fore, in siZe has raised the manufacturing cost. HoWever, if 
such a large capacity poWer supply is simply replaced by a 
smaller capacity one, one or more motors must be stopped 
When current exceeding the alloWable capacity of the poWer 
supply ?oWs. Stopping motors randomly may disadvanta 
geously interrupt the transportation of articles. 

[0004] An object of the present invention is to provided a 
conveyor system Which can be driven from a small capacity 
poWer supply, With its conveying action not interrupted due 
to the use of such small capacity poWer supply, and Which 
can be manufactured at a loW cost. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] A conveyor system according to the present inven 
tion includes a plurality of rollers arranged side by side in a 
plurality of Zones arranged from the upstream toWard the 
doWnstream of the conveyor system. 

[0006] The conveyor system includes also a plurality of 
motors, each driving at least one roller in each Zone so that 
an article can be conveyed to pass the Zones successively. 
Each motor can be mounted in a space Within the associated 
roller or can be mounted outside the associated roller. 

[0007] A plurality of article detecting means are provided 
for respective ones of the Zones. The article detecting means 
develops an article-representative signal When an article is 
present in the Zone associated With that article detecting 
means. Any of various types of article detecting means can 
be used. For example, optical detectors, ultrasonic detectors, 
or magnetic detectors may be used. 

[0008] Hereinafter, a Zone in Which an article is present, or 
being conveyed, is sometimes referred to as loaded Zone. 

[0009] Current detecting means is provided, Which detects 
the sum of current ?oWing through the operating, or rotating, 
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motors, and develops an excessive-current representative 
signal When the sum of the currents exceeds a predetermined 
reference current value. 

[0010] Control means is connected to the respective article 
detecting means and to the current detecting means. The 
control means operates, When the excessive-current repre 
sentative signal is present, to alloW such currents to be 
supplied to a plurality of motors that the sum of the currents 
is beloW a predetermined alloWable current value. These 
plural motors include the ones in the loaded Zones Where 
those articles ?rst and second in sequence of successive 
articles being conveyed are present. The predetermined 
alloWable current value may be equal to the predetermined 
reference current value. Alternatively, the reference current 
value may be the alloWable current value multiplied by a 
predetermined factor smaller than unity. The control per 
formed by the control means is repeated, for example, at 
predetermined time intervals. 

[0011] The control means may include motor drive means 
for each of the motors, current adjusting means for adjusting 
the current to be supplied to each motor drive means, and 
judging means for judging Which one or ones of the current 
adjusting means should be caused to supply current, based 
on the excessive-current representative signal and the 
article-representative signal. The judging means may 
include determining means for determining motors Which 
should be normally driven based on the article-representa 
tive signals, and selecting means for selecting a motor to be 
actually driven out of the motors determined by the deter 
mining means. 

[0012] When the sum of the currents ?oWing in the 
currently operating motors of the conveyor system exceeds 
the reference current value, the maximum value of the sum 
of the currents ?oWing in the motors is limited to the 
alloWable current value. Thus, a poWer supply small in 
capacity and, therefore, small in siZe can be used, Which 
reduces the manufacturing cost of the conveyor system. The 
sum current limitation is carried out in such a manner that 
current can be continuously supplied to the motors in those 
loaded Zones in Which the ?rst and second articles on the 
conveyor systems are being conveyed, so that the ?rst and 
second articles continue to be conveyed even When the 
current limitation is performed. In this case, current is not 
supplied to the motors in those loaded Zones in Which the 
third and succeeding articles are being conveyed. 

[0013] The control means may be so arranged that a 
predetermined largest proportion of the alloWable sum cur 
rent (hereinafter referred to as largest proportion current) , at 
the maximum, can be supplied to the motor in the loaded 
Zone in Which the ?rst article is being conveyed. Accord 
ingly, the ?rst article can be conveyed Without fail even if it 
is heavy in Weight. In other Words, the ?rst article has 
priority in conveyance over the remaining articles. 

[0014] The control means may be adapted such that a 
predetermined intermediate proportion of the alloWable sum 
current (hereinafter referred to as intermediate proportion 
current) , at the maximum, can be supplied to the motor in 
the Zone adjacent doWnstream to the loaded Zone through 
Which the ?rst article is being conveyed. The intermediate 
proportion current is smaller than the largest proportion 
current. Needless to say, in this case, the ?rst article is not 
in the doWnstream end Zone. When the ?rst article reaches 
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the adjacent downstream Zone, the current supplied to the 
motor in this adjacent downstream Zone may be increased to 
the largest proportion current. Because the current ?owing 
through the motor in the adjacent doWnstream Zone before 
the ?rst article arrives at it is of the intermediate value, a 
transient current can be small. 

[0015] The control means may be adapted such that a 
smallest current proportion, at the maximum, Which is 
smaller than the intermediate current proportion, can be 
supplied to the motor in the loaded Zone through Which the 
second article is being conveyed, so that the second article 
is conveyed at a loW speed. Accordingly, the second article 
continues to be conveyed even at a loW speed, Which can 
reduce the conveying time relative to the time Where the 
second article is stopped. 

[0016] The control means may be adapted such that the 
largest proportion current at the maXimum can be supplied 
to the motor in the loaded Zone through Which the ?rst article 
is being conveyed and that the intermediate proportion 
current at the maXimum can be supplied to the motor in the 
loaded Zone through Which the second article is being 
conveyed, if the Zone through Which the ?rst article is being 
conveyed is the doWnstream end Zone. With this arrange 
ment, the ?rst article can be conveyed through the doWn 
stream end Zone With the largest proportion current so that 
the ?rst article priority conveyance can be maintained, and, 
still, the time required to convey the second article does not 
increase because the motor for the second article is driven 
With the intermediate proportion current. 

[0017] The control means may be adapted such that a 
current equal to or less than a current proportion smaller than 
the intermediate proportion current can be supplied to the 
motor in the Zone adjacent doWnstream to the loaded Zone 
through Which the second article is being conveyed. With 
this arrangement, even if it is so arranged that the current 
through the motor of the adjacent doWnstream Zone is to be 
increased to the largest or intermediate proportion current 
When the second article in the preceding loaded Zone reaches 
it, only a small transient current ?oWs in the motor of the 
adjacent doWnstream Zone. 

[0018] The current detecting means may be adapted to 
detect the sum of currents ?oWing through the currently 
operating motors, and develop a ?rst excessive-current rep 
resentative signal When the current sum eXceeds a predeter 
mined ?rst reference current value, and a second eXcessive 
current representative signal When the current sum is equal 
to or larger than a predetermined second reference current 
value and smaller than the ?rst reference current value. The 
second reference current value is smaller than the ?rst 
reference current value. Then, the control means, When the 
?rst excessive-current representative signal is present, make 
it possible to provide currents only to respective ones of a 
plurality of motors including the motors in the loaded Zones 
through Which articles ?rst and second in sequence are being 
conveyed. The sum of the currents is equal to or beloW a 
predetermined alloWable current value. In the presence of 
the second excessive-current representative signal, the con 
trol means enable currents to be supplied to a larger number 
of motors including the motors in the loaded Zones through 
Which the ?rst and second articles are being conveyed, than 
the number of motors driven When the ?rst excessive-current 
representative signal is present. The motors to be driven are 
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selected from those Which are to be driven When no current 
limitation is provided. The largest proportion current to be 
supplied to the motor in the Zone through Which the ?rst 
article is being conveyed may be maintained at the value 
equal to the value of the current to be supplied to it When the 
?rst eXcessive-current representative signal is developed. 
Also, if the motor in the Zone adjacent doWnstream to the 
Zone through Which the ?rst article is being conveyed is 
adapted to be driven, too, the largest proportion current may 
be equal to the one supplied to it When the ?rst excessive 
current representative signal is developed. 

[0019] With this arrangement, When the sum current value 
changes to a value smaller than the ?rst reference current 
value but equal to or larger than the second reference current 
value after the motors have been controlled to conduct, for 
eXample, an alloWable current sum, the number of the 
motors driven can be increased so that articles can be rapidly 
conveyed. In this case, the alloWable current value may be 
equal to the one to or beloW Which the sum current is 
reduced When the sum current eXceeds the ?rst reference 
value. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0020] FIG. 1 is a plan vieW of part of a conveyor system 
according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0021] FIG. 2 is a side vieW of a motor-driven, drive roller 
used in the conveyor system shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0022] FIG. 3 is a side vieW of a slave-driven idler roller 
used in the conveyor system shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0023] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a control apparatus for 
the conveyor system shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0024] FIG. 5 is a detailed block diagram of digital-to 
analog (D/A) converters used in the conveyor system shoWn 
in FIG. 1. 

[0025] FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram of a delay circuit used 
in drivers of the conveyor system shoWn in FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0026] As shoWn in FIG. 1, a conveyor system according 
to one embodiment of the present invention has tWo parallel, 
spaced-apart frame members 2a and 2b. A plurality of 
conveyor rollers are arranged in parallel With each other 
betWeen the frame members 2a and 2b, With their longitu 
dinal central aXes held substantially perpendicular to the 
frame members 2a and 2b. The rollers are disposed in a 
plurality of adjacent Zones, for eXample, in siX Zones 1 
through 6. An article is conveyed from the upstream end 
Zone 1 to the doWnstream end Zone 6. It should be noted that 
another set of similar Zones 1-6 may be disposed doWn 
stream and/or upstream to the set of Zones 1-6 shoWn. 

[0027] The Zone 1 includes at least one motor-driven, 
drive roller 4a and a plurality of slave-driven idler rollers 6a. 

[0028] As shoWn in FIG. 2, the drive roller 4a includes a 
cylindrical body 8a, and a motor, eg a DC motor 10a 
disposed Within the cylindrical body 8a. The rotation of the 
motor 10a is transmitted via a transmission 12a also dis 
posed Within the cylindrical body 8a to the cylindrical body 
8a so as to rotate it about its longitudinal center aXis. 
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[0029] As shown in FIG. 3, each of the idler rollers 6a 
includes a cylindrical body 16a rotatable about its longitu 
dinal center axis, but it does no include a motor Within the 
cylindrical body 16a. 

[0030] A drive roller 4a is connected to idler rollers 6a in 
the same Zone by, for example, a belt (not shoWn) Which is 
looped around the rollers, being disposed Within grooves 
18a and 20a. Thus, the cylindrical body 16a of the idler 
roller 6a is driven to rotate in the same direction as the 
cylinder 8a of the drive roller 4a When the cylindrical body 
8a rotates. 

[0031] Similar to the Zone 1, the Zones 2 through 6 include 
similar drive rollers 4b through 4f and idler rollers 6b-6f, 
respectively, as shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0032] Referring to FIG. 4, motors 10a-10f of the drive 
rollers 4a-4f are driven With currents supplied from associ 
ated motor driving means, eg drivers 22a through 22f, 
respectively. Determining means, eg controllers 24a 
through 24f are provided for the respective drivers 22a 
through 22f. The controllers 24a-24f supply control signals 
to the associated drivers 22a-22f to provide start and stop 
control and speed control of the associated motors 10a-10f. 
Current driving a motor ?oWs into the associated driver via 
a plus (+) terminal and ?oWs out via a minus (—) terminal of 
that driver. 

[0033] Article detecting means, eg optical article detec 
tors 26a through 26f are connected to the controllers 24a 
24f, respectively. The article detectors 26a-26f are disposed 
in association With the Zones 1 through 6, respectively, as 
shoWn in FIG. 1. Each of the article detectors 26a-26f is 
disposed in a loWer portion of each Zone as shoWn in FIG. 
3, and emits light, e.g. infrared radiation, into the associated 
Zone through a space betWeen adjacent rollers, e.g. idler 
rollers. Each article detector receives light re?ected from an 
article, if present in the associated Zone, and develops an 
article-representative signal. 
[0034] Although not shoWn, an upstream end side article 
detector, Which detects an article, if present, in an upstream 
adjacent region of the upstream end Zone and develops an 
article-representative signal, is connected to the controller 
24a for the Zone 1. By the upstream adjacent region, the 
doWnstream end Zone of the preceding set of similar Zones, 
an article supplying source or the like is meant. Similarly, a 
doWnstream end side article detector (not shoWn), Which 
detects an article present in a doWnstream adjacent region of 
the doWnstream end Zone and develops an article-represen 
tative signal, is connected to the controller 24f for the Zone 
6. By the doWnstream adjacent region, the upstream end 
Zone of the succeeding set of similar Zones, an article 
receiving unit or the like is meant. The controllers 24a 
through 24f determine Which motors are to be driven, based 
on the article-representative signals from the article detector 
26a through 26f and the upstream end side and doWnstream 
end side article detectors. 

[0035] Current adjusting means, eg digital-to-analog 
(D/A) converters 28a through 28f are connected to the 
drivers 22a through 22f, respectively. The D/A converters 
28a-28f supply current adjusting control signals to the 
associated drivers 22a-22f. Each of the D/A converters 
28a-28f converts a 3-bit digital signal supplied from a 
current suppressing circuit 30 into an analog signal, Which 
is supplied to its associated driver. 
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[0036] The current suppressing circuit 30 has three output 
terminals for each of the D/A converters 28a through 28f. In 
order for a largest current of, for example, 3 A, at the 
maximum, to be able to be supplied to a given motor, only 
one output terminal for the largest current of 3 A(hereinafter 
referred to as 3A terminal) for the D/A converter associated 
With that motor is placed at a high level, and the 
remaining tWo output terminals are placed at a loW (L) level. 
In order for an intermediate current of, for example, 2 A, at 
the maximum, to be able to be supplied to that motor, only 
the output terminal (hereinafter referred to 2A terminal) for 
the intermediate current of 2Ais placed at the high level, 
and the remaining tWo output terminals are placed at the loW 
(L) level. Similarly, in order for a smallest current of, for 
example, 1 A, at the maximum, to be able to be supplied to 
that motor, only the output terminal (hereinafter referred to 
1A terminal) for the smallest current of 1 A is placed at the 
high level, and the remaining tWo output terminals are 
placed at the loW (L) level. The sum of the maximum largest, 
intermediate and smallest currents, 6 A in the present 
example, is the alloWable current for all the motors 10a 
through 10f Which a poWer supply of the conveyor system 
can supply. 

[0037] The current suppressing circuit 30 determines 
Which one of the D/A converters should be supplied With one 
of the three currents and also Which one of the three output 
terminals for that D/A converter should be placed at the H 
level. This determination is made based on an energiZation 
signal supplied from each of the controllers 24a through 24f. 
The energiZation signal is developed by each of the con 
trollers 24a-24f in response to the article representative 
signal developed When an article is detected by the associ 
ated article detector. 

[0038] The current suppressing circuit 30 operates in ?rst 
and second current suppression modes. The current sup 
pressing circuit 30 operates in the ?rst current suppression 
mode When a current detector 32 detects When the sum of the 
current ?oWing through the motors 10a-10f reaches or 
exceeds a predetermined ?rst reference current value of, for 
example, 5 A. The current suppressing circuit 30 operates in 
the second current suppression mode When the current 
detector 32 detect When the sum of the currents ?oWing 
through the motors 10a-10f becomes equal to or larger than 
a predetermined second reference current value of, for 
example, 4 A, but smaller than the ?rst reference current 
value, 5 A. 

[0039] Currents ?oWing out of the minus terminals of the 
respective drivers 22a-22f?oW through a resistor 33, and the 
current through the resistor 33 is detected by the current 
detector 32. The current detector 32 may include an ampli 
?er Which ampli?es the voltage across the resistor 33. It also 
includes a ?rst comparator Which develops a ?rst excessive 
current representative signal When the output voltage of the 
ampli?er is equal to or larger than a ?rst reference voltage 
corresponding to the ?rst reference current, and a second 
comparator Which develops an output signal When the output 
voltage of the ampli?er is equal to or larger than a second 
reference voltage corresponding to the second reference 
current. The current detector 32 includes a logic circuit 
Which develops a second excessive-current representative 
signal When the second comparator develops the output 
signal and the ?rst comparator does not develop the ?rst 
excessive-current representative signal. 
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[0040] The controllers 24a-24f, the drivers 22a-22f, the 
D/A converters 28a-28f and the current suppressing circuit 
30 form control means, Which may be disposed in the 
internal space provided in the frame member 2a or 2b. 

[0041] FIG. 5 shoWs the con?guration of the D/A con 
verters 28a-28f. Each of the D/A converters 28a-28f 
includes an OR gate 34 having their inputs connected to the 
3A terminal and 2A terminal of the current suppressing 
circuit 30 corresponding to that D/A converter. The D/A 
converter includes an OR gate 36, too, With one of its inputs 
connected to the remaining 1A terminal of the current 
suppressing circuit 30. The other input of the OR gate 36 is 
connected to the 3A terminal. The OR gates 34 and 36 have 
their outputs connected to A and B selection terminals of a 
multiplexer 38. 

[0042] The multiplexer 38 has four input terminals IN1, 
IN2, IN3 and IN4 and an output terminal OUT. The multi 
plexer 38 selectively couples the input terminals IN1-IN4 to 
the output terminal OUT in accordance With the signal levels 
of the selection terminals A and B. 

[0043] The input terminal IN1 is connected to a current 
supply Which supplies a current necessary for controlling the 
conduction state of a transistor 40 connected to the output 
terminal OUT in such a manner that current of 3 A, at the 
maximum, can be supplied to the corresponding motor. The 
current supply is formed of resistors 42 and 44 and a Zener 
diode 46. The resistor 44 and the Zener diode 46 is serially 
connected betWeen a +12 V voltage supply and ground With 
the anode of the Zener diode 46 grounded. The resistor 42 is 
connected betWeen the junction of the resistor 44 and the 
Zener diode 46 and the input terminal IN1. 

[0044] Similarly, the input terminal IN2 is connected to a 
current supply Which supplies a current necessary to control 
the conduction of the transistor 40 in such a manner that 
current of 2 A, at the maximum, can be supplied to the 
corresponding motor. This current supply is formed of 
resistors 48 and 50 and a Zener diode 52. The resistor 48 and 
the Zener diode 52 are serially connected betWeen the +12 V 
voltage supply and ground With the anode of the Zener diode 
52 grounded. The resistor 50 is connected betWeen the 
junction of the resistor 48 and the Zener diode 52 and the 
input terminal IN2. 

[0045] The input terminal IN3 is connected to a current 
supply Which supplies a current necessary to control the 
conduction of the transistor 40 in such a manner that current 
of 1 A, as the maximum, can be supplied to the correspond 
ing motor. This current supply is formed of resistors 54 and 
56 and a Zener diode 58. The resistor 56 and the Zener diode 
58 are serially connected betWeen the +12 V voltage supply 
and ground With the anode of the Zener diode 58 grounded. 
The resistor 54 is connected betWeen the junction of the 
resistor 56 and the Zener diode 58 and the input terminal 
IN3. 

[0046] The input terminal IN4 is grounded, and, therefore, 
When the input terminal IN4 is selected, the transistor 40 is 
rendered nonconductive. 

[0047] When only the 3A terminal of the current suppress 
ing circuit 30 for a given one of the D/A converters 28a-28f 
is at the H level With the other terminals 2A and 1A placed 
at the L level, the outputs of both OR gates 34 and 36 and, 
hence, both the selection terminals A and B of the multi 
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plexer 38 are placed at the H level, so that the input terminal 
IN1 of the multiplexer 38 is coupled to the output terminal 
OUT, Which makes it possible to supply current of 3 A, at the 
maximum, to the corresponding motor. 

[0048] When only the 2A terminal is at the H level With 
the other terminals 3A and 1A placed at the L level, only the 
output of the OR gate 34 is placed to the H level, so that the 
selection terminals A and B of the multiplexer 38 are placed 
at the H level and the L level, respectively. This causes the 
input terminal IN2 of the multiplexer 38 to be coupled to the 
output terminal OUT, Which makes it possible for current of 
2 A, at the maximum, to be supplied to the corresponding 
motor. 

[0049] When only the 1A terminal is at the H level With 
the other terminals 3A and 2A placed at the L level, only the 
output of the OR gate 36 is placed to the H level, so that the 
selection terminals A and B of the multiplexer 38 are placed 
at the L level and the H level, respectively. This causes the 
input terminal IN3 to be coupled to the output terminal OUT, 
Which makes it possible for current of 2 A, at the maximum, 
to be supplied to the corresponding motor. 

[0050] With all of the 3A, 2A and 1A terminals being at 
the L level, both the selection input terminals A and B are 
placed at the L level, so that the input terminal IN4 is 
coupled to the output terminal OUT. This renders the tran 
sistor 40 nonconductive, and no current control is provided 
by the current suppressing circuit 30. 

[0051] The controllers 24a-24f control the associated 
motors 10a-10f in accordance With the article representative 
signals developed by the article detectors 26a-26f and the 
upstream and doWnstream end side article detectors (not 
shoWn). For this purpose, When an article is present in the 
associated Zone, each of the controllers 24b through 24f, 
noti?es the controllers for its adjacent upstream Zones of the 
presence of an article, by providing the controllers for the 
upstream Zones With the article-representative signal. Also, 
When an article is present in the associated Zone, each of the 
controllers 24a through 246, noti?es the controllers for its 
adjacent doWnstream Zones of the presence of an article, by 
providing the controllers for the doWnstream Zones With the 
article-representative signal. (In order to distinguish the 
article-representative signal developed by the article detec 
tor in a given Zone from the article-representative signal sent 
from the controller for either the adjacent upstream or 
doWnstream Zone, the article-representative signal provided 
by the controller for the adjacent Zone is referred to as 
article-presence signal hereinafter.) 
[0052] Each of the controllers 24a-24f, When the article 
presence signal is supplied to it from the controller for the 
adjacent doWnstream Zone, While an article is present in its 
associated Zone, causes its associated motor not to be 
energiZed so as to prevent collision betWeen articles. On the 
other hand, if no article-presence signal is applied from the 
adjacent doWnstream Zone controller, the controller causes 
the associated motor to be energiZed since there is no fear of 
collision of articles. The controller 24f for the doWnstream 
end Zone 6 is supplied With the article-representative signal, 
from the doWnstream end side article detector, as the article 
presence signal. 

[0053] Each of the controllers 24a-24f causes the associ 
ated motor to be energiZed When the article-presence signal 
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is applied to it from the controller for the adjacent upstream 
Zone While no article is present in its associated Zone, and 
causes the associated motor to stop When no article-presence 
signal is supplied from the adjacent upstream Zone controller 
While no article is present in the associated Zone. The 
controller 24a for the upstream end Zone 1 receives the 
article-representative signal from the upstream end side 
article detector as the article-presence signal. 

[0054] NoW let it be assumed that there are articles being 
conveyed in the Zones 1, 2 and 4. Because of the article 
present in the Zone 2, the motor 10a for the Zone 1 is 
stopped. Because of no article present in the Zone 3, the 
motors 10b and 10c for the Zones 2 and 3 are energiZed to 
rotate. The motors 10d and 106 for the Zones 4 and 5 are 
energiZed to rotate since there is no article present in the 
Zone 5. 

[0055] If articles are present in the Zones 3 and 5, the 
motors 10c, 10d, 10c and 10f for the Zones 3, 4, 5 and 6 are 
energiZed to rotate. Each of the controllers 24a through 24f 
provides the current suppressing circuit 30 With a motor 
operation signal When its associated motor is operated. 

[0056] As described above, the motors 10a-10f for the 
Zones 1-6 are controlled by the article-presence (article 
representative) signals. HoWever, When the sum of the 
currents ?oWing through the currently operating motors 
becomes equal to or larger than the ?rst reference current 
value, ie When the current detector 32 develops the ?rst 
excessive-current representative signal, the current sup 
pressing circuit 30 operates in the ?rst current suppression 
mode so that the sum current ?oWing through the motors 
decreases beloW a predetermined alloWable current value, 
eg 6 A. 

[0057] In the ?rst current suppression mode, the current 
suppressing circuit 30 operates in accordance With the 
motor-operation signals provided by the controllers associ 
ated With the currently operating motors, giving priority to 
doWnstream Zones. For eXample, the current suppressing 
circuit 30 operates in such a manner that the largest propor 
tion, at the maximum, out of the alloWable current can be 
supplied to the motor for the most doWnstream one of the 
Zones in Which articles are present. (A Zone in Which an 
article is present is referred to as loaded Zone.) If there is a 
doWnstream Zone adjacent to the most doWnstream loaded 
Zone, the intermediate proportion, at the maXimum, out of 
the alloWable current can be supplied to the motor for the 
adjacent doWnstream Zone. The motor for the second doWn 
stream loaded Zone, Which is upstream to the most doWn 
stream loaded Zone, is adapted to be supplied With the 
smallest proportion, at the maXimum, out of the alloWable 
current. The motors for the other loaded Zones are stopped. 

[0058] It is so arranged that if there is no adjacent Zone 
doWnstream to the most doWnstream loaded Zone, the largest 
proportion current, at the maXimum, can be supplied to the 
motor for the most doWnstream loaded Zone, the interme 
diate proportion current, at the maXimum, can be supplied to 
the motor for the second most doWnstream loaded Zone, and 
the smallest proportion current, at the maXimum, can be 
supplied to the motor for the Zone adjacent doWnstream to 
the second most doWnstream loaded Zone. 

[0059] For eXample, let it be assumed again that articles 
present in the Zones 1, 2 and 4. In this case, as described 
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previously, the motors 10b, 10c, 10d and 106 for the Zones 
2, 3, 4 and 5 are operated. When the sum current ?oWing 
through the currently operating motors, ie the motors 10b, 
10c, 10d and 10e, becomes equal to or larger than 5 A, the 
?rst eXcessive-current representative signal is supplied to the 
current suppressing circuit 30. As a result, the motor 10d for 
the loaded Zone 4 is supplied With a current of 3 A, at the 
maXimum, the motor 106 for the Zone 5 is supplied With a 
current of 2 A, at the maXimum, and the motor 10b for the 
loaded Zone 2 is supplied With a current of 1 A at the 
maXimum. In this case, the motor 10c for the Zone 3 is 
stopped. 
[0060] When articles are in the Zones 3 and 5, the motors 
10c, 10d, 10c and 10f for the Zones 3, 4, 5 and 6 are 
operating, as described previously. When the ?rst excessive 
current representative signal is applied to the current sup 
pressing circuit 30, the current suppressing circuit 30 causes 
the motor 106 for the loaded Zone 5 to be supplied With a 
current of 3 A, at the maXimum, the motor 10f for the Zone 
6 to be supplied With a current of 2 A, at the maXimum, and 
the motor 10c for the Zone 3 to be supplied With a current of 
1 A, at the maXimum. The motor 10d for the Zone 4 is 
stopped. 
[0061] In another case, articles may be present in the Zones 
1, 2, 4 and 6. Since an article is present in the doWnstream 
end Zone 6 and no article-representative signal is supplied to 
the controller 24f from the doWnstream end side article 
detector, the current suppressing circuit 30 judges that there 
is no article present doWnstream the loaded Zone 6 and 
energiZes the motor 10f for the loaded Zone 6. Since there is 
a Zone, ie the Zone 5, doWnstream to the loaded Zone 4, the 
motors 10d and 106 for the Zones 4 and 5 are also energiZed. 
Since no article is present in the Zone 3, the motors 10b and 
10c for the Zones 2 and 3 are also energiZed. The motor 10a 
for the Zone 1 is not energiZed because an article is present 
in the Zone 2. That is, in this case, the motors 10b, 10c, 10d, 
10c and 10f for the Zones 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are operated. 

[0062] When the ?rst eXcessive-current representative sig 
nal is applied to the current suppressing circuit 30 in this 
state, the current suppressing circuit 30 causes the motor 10f 
for the doWnstream end Zone 6 to be supplied With a current 
of 3 A, at the maXimum. Since an article is not present 
doWnstream to the Zone 6, the motor 10d for the Zone 4, 
Which is the second most doWnstream loaded Zone, is 
supplied With a current of 2 A, at the maXimum. The motor 
106 for the Zone 5, Which is adjacent doWnstream to the Zone 
4, is supplied With a current of 1 A, at the maXimum. The 
motors 10b and 10c for the Zones 2 and 3 are deenergiZed. 

[0063] With articles in any other Zones, the current sup 
pressing circuit 30 operates to limit currents to be supplied 
to the motors in a similar manner as described above. The 
current suppression can make it possible to use a poWer 
supply of smaller capacity for the conveyor system than 
prior art. 

[0064] In many cases, it is only for a short time period 
after the energiZation of a motor Which has not been oper 
ated that the sum of currents ?oWing through the motors 
eXceeds 5 A. A short time after the motor is energiZed, the 
sum current tends to decrease beloW 5 A. Then, the con 
trollers start operating, and another motor, Which has not 
been operated, may be energiZed, Which may increase the 
sum current to a value equal to 5 A or larger. Then, the 
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operation in the ?rst current suppression mode of the current 
suppressing circuit 30 may take place. In other Words, the 
conveyor system Would operate in a “chattering” fashion. 

[0065] To prevent such chattering operation, the current 
suppressing circuit 30 is adapted to operate in the second 
current suppression mode When the sum current becomes 
equal to or larger than the second reference current value but 
smaller than the ?rst reference current value. 

[0066] In the second current suppression mode, the cur 
rents to be supplied to the motors are modi?ed in such a 
manner that the maximum current available for the motor for 
the most doWnstream loaded Zone is the same as the current 
in the ?rst current suppression mode, the maximum current 
available for the motor for the Zone, if there, adjacent 
doWnstream to the most doWnstream loaded Zone is the 
same as the current in the ?rst current suppression mode, but 
the maximum available currents for the motors, Which 
Would be operated if no current suppression Was provided, 
are increased by a predetermined amount, for example, 1 A, 
from the current value. 

[0067] Let the previously discussed examples be assumed 
again. When articles are present in the Zones 1, 2 and 4, the 
controllers 24a through 24f tend to operate the motors 10b, 
10c, 10d and 106 for the Zones 2, 3, 4 and 5, as described 
above. When the sum current becomes equal to or greater 
than the ?rst reference current value, 5 Ain this example, the 
current suppressing circuit 30 operates in the ?rst current 
suppression mode to limit the currents to be supplied to the 
motors in such a manner that the maximum current available 
for the motor 10d for the Zone 4 is 3 A, the maximum current 
available for the motor 106 for the Zone 5 is 2 A, and the 
maximum current available for the motor 10b for the Zone 
2 is 1 A. The motor 10c for the Zone 3 is deenergiZed. 

[0068] In this state, When the motor sum current decreases 
to a value beloW the ?rst reference current value, 5 A, but 
equal to or larger than the second reference current value, for 
example, 4 A, the current suppressing circuit 30 begins to 
operate in the second current suppression mode, to limit the 
maximum currents available for the motor 10d for the Zone 
4 and for the motor 106 for the Zone 5 to 3 A and 2 A, 
respectively, Which are equal to the current values in the ?rst 
current suppression mode. In the second current suppression 
mode, hoWever, the maximum current available for the 
motor 2b for the Zone 2 is increased to 2 A, and 1 A, at the 
maximum, is made available for the motor 10c for the Zone 
3 

[0069] In case that articles are present in the Zones 3 and 
5, the controllers 24a-24f operate in such a manner that only 
the motors 10c, 10d, 10c and 10f for the Zones 3, 4, 5 and 
6, respectively, can operate. If the current suppressing circuit 
30 begins to operate in the ?rst current suppression mode, 
the maximum current available to the motor 106 for the Zone 
5 is limited to 3 A, the maximum current available for the 
motor 10f for the Zone 6 to 2 A, and the maximum current 
available for the motor 10c for the Zone 3 to 1 A. The motor 
10d for the Zone 4 is deenergiZed. 

[0070] When the second current suppression mode is 
initiated, the maximum currents available for the motors 10c 
and 10f for the Zones 5 and 6 are maintained to be 3 A and 
2 A, respectively, but the maximum current available for the 
motor 10c for the Zone 3 is increased to 2 A, and also current 
of 1 A, at the maximum, is made available for the motor 10d 
for the Zone 4. 
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[0071] In another example Where articles are present in the 
Zones 1, 2, 4 and 6, the controllers 24a through 24f are 
adapted to energiZe the motors 10a, 10b, 10c, 10d, 10c and 
10f for the Zones 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. HoWever, in the ?rst 
current suppression mode of the current suppressing circuit 
30, the current limitation is performed in such a manner that 
the maximum current available for the motor 10f for the 
Zone 6 becomes 3 A, the maximum current available for the 
motor 10d for the Zone 4 becomes 2 A, the maximum current 
available for the motor 106 for the Zone 5 becomes 2 A, and 
the remaining motors are deenergiZed. If the second exces 
sive-current representative signal is developed, causing the 
second current suppression mode to take place, the maxi 
mum current available for the motor 10f for the Zone 6 is 
maintained to be 3 A, but the maximum current available for 
the motor 10d for the Zone 4 is increased to 3 A, the 
maximum current available for the motor 106 for the Zone 5 
is increased to 2 A, and a current of 1 A is allocated as the 
maximum available current to the motors 10b and 10c for 
the Zones 2 and 3. 

[0072] The current suppressing circuit 30 may be provided 
by a CPU (microprocessor). Alternatively, it may be formed 
of a logic circuit receiving the motor-operation signals from 
the respective controllers, as input signals. In either case, the 
circuit con?guration of such CPU or logic circuit is obvious 
to people skilled in the art When required combinations of 
the motor-operation signals from the controllers 24a-24f are 
provided. Therefore, the detailed circuit arrangement of the 
current suppressing circuit 30 is not described. 

[0073] If the sum of currents actually ?oWing through the 
motors is less than 5 A but equal to or larger than 4 A, the 
allocation of currents to the motors described above is 
maintained in the second current suppression mode. HoW 
ever, if the sum of currents actually ?oWing through the 
motors increases to or above 5 A, the ?rst current suppres 
sion mode is performed again by the current suppressing 
circuit 30. On the other hand, if the current sum decreases 
beloW 4 A, the motors 10a through 10f are controlled only 
by the controllers 24a through 24f. 

[0074] As shoWn in FIG. 6, a delay circuit including a 
resistor 60, a variable resistor 62 and a capacitor 64 is 
provided in association With each driver. One end of the 
resistor 60 and one end of the variable resistor 62 are 
connected together. The other end of the resistor 60 is 
connected to the controller associated With the driver, and 
the other end of the variable resistor 62 is open. The movable 
arm of the variable resistor 62 is connected to the driver. The 
capacitor is connected betWeen the movable arm of the 
variable resistor 62 and the ground. The delay circuit delays 
the motor-operation signal from the controller by a prede 
termined time before coupling it to the driver. With this 
arrangement, the transient current occurring When the 
motors are started can be suppressed, Which prevents the 
sum current from exceeding the ?rst reference current value. 
The delay circuits may be provided by the CPU, or they may 
be incorporated into the associated controllers 24a-24f or in 
the current suppressing circuit 30. 

[0075] The above-described system is only an example, 
and various modi?cations may be obvious to people skilled 
in the art. For example, the motors 10a through 10f have 
been described to be disposed Within the rollers to be driven 
by the motors, but they may be disposed external to the 
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rollers. Instead of one drive roller, plural drive rollers may 
be used in a Zone. Further, the ?rst and second reference 
current values and the alloWable sum current are not limited 
to 4 A, 5 A and 6 A, respectively, as described, but they may 
be different values. Also, the current suppressing circuit 30 
has been described to operate in the ?rst and second current 
suppression modes, but it may be arranged to operate in one 
of the ?rst and second current suppression modes. In some 
applications, the current suppressing circuit 30 may be 
arranged to operate in more than tWo current suppression 
modes. 

[0076] In the above description, the phrases “at the maXi 
mum” and “maximum current available for” have been used 
in describing currents to be supplied to the motors, because 
the motor needs to be supplied With the maXimum current 
only When the article being conveyed in that Zone is heavy 
and, if an article to be conveyed is light, the motor may not 
have to be driven With the maXimum current. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A conveyor system comprising: 

a plurality of motors each being associated With one of a 
plurality of Zones each including plural rollers arranged 
in parallel With each other, each motor driving at least 
one of said rollers in the Zone associated thereWith, said 
Zones being successively arranged in such a manner 
that an article can be conveyed from the upstream end 
to the doWnstream end of said conveyor system; 

a plurality of article detecting means each disposed in 
association With one of said Zones for detecting When 
an article is present in the associated Zone and devel 
oping an article-representative signal; 

current detecting means for detecting the sum of currents 
?oWing through said respective motors and developing 
an excessive-current representative signal When said 
sum eXceeds a predetermined reference current value; 
and 

control means connected to each of said article detecting 
means and said current detecting means for, When said 
excessive-current representative signal is present, oper 
ating to allocate only for a plurality of selected motors 
including the motors in the Zones Where ?rst and 
second ones in sequence of articles being conveyed on 
said conveyor system are present, such currents that the 
maXimum value of the sum of the currents ?oWing 
through said selected motors is a predetermined alloW 
able current value. 

2. The conveyor system according to claim 1 Wherein said 
control means operates to allocate a largest proportion of 
said alloWable current for the motor in the Zone Where said 
?rst article is present. 

3. The conveyor system according to claim 2 Wherein said 
control means operates to allocate an intermediate propor 
tion of said alloWable current smaller than said largest 
proportion for the motor in the adjacent doWnstream Zone of 
said Zone Where said ?rst article is present. 
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4. The conveyor system according to claim 3 Wherein said 
control means operates to allocate a smallest proportion of 
said alloWable current smaller than said intermediate pro 
portion for the motor in the Zone Where said second article 
is present. 

5. The conveyor system according to claim 2 Wherein said 
control means, When said ?rst article is present in a doWn 
stream end one of said Zones, operates to allocate an 
intermediate proportion of said alloWable current smaller 
than said largest proportion for the motor in the Zone Where 
said second article is present. 

6. The conveyor system according to claim 5 Wherein said 
control means operates to allocate a smallest proportion of 
said alloWable current smaller than said intermediate pro 
portion for the motor in the adjacent doWnstream Zone of 
said Zone Where said second article is present. 

7. A conveyor system comprising: 

a plurality of motors each being associated With one of a 
plurality of Zones including plural rollers arranged in 
parallel With each other, each motor driving at least one 
of said rollers in the Zone associated thereWith, said 
Zones being successively arranged in such a manner 
that an article can be conveyed from the upstream end 
to the doWnstream end of said conveyor system; 

a plurality of article detecting means each disposed in 
association With one of said Zones for detecting When 
an article is present in the associated Zone and devel 
oping an article-representative signal; 

current detecting means for detecting the sum of currents 
?oWing through said motors, said current detecting 
means developing a ?rst excessive-current representa 
tive signal When the sum current eXceeds a predeter 
mined ?rst reference current value and developing a 
second excessive-current representative signal When 
the sum current is smaller than said ?rst reference 
current value but equal to or larger than a predeter 
mined second reference current value Which is smaller 
than said ?rst reference current value; and 

control means connected to each of said article detecting 
means and to said current detecting means for, When 
said ?rst eXcessive-current representative signal is 
present, operating to allocate, only for a ?rst plurality 
of selected motors including the motors in the Zones 
Where ?rst and second ones in sequence of articles 
being conveyed on said conveyor system are present, 
respective such currents that the sum current is equal to 
or smaller a predetermined alloWable current value, 
and, When said second eXcessive-current representative 
signal is present, causing a second plurality, larger than 
said ?rst plurality, of selected motors including the 
motors in the Zones Where said ?rst and second articles 
being conveyed on said conveyor system are present, to 
be driven. 


